
ADNAN SAFFARINI ENGINEER SHJ

Sharjah
Po Box 4000 DXB
4000
United Arab Emirates

Phone: 971 6 5733100
Fax: 971 6 5732952

We take immense pleasure to inform you that we are one of the leading

Engineering Consultants in the UAE and other parts of the Middle East established in

the year 1968, with an enormous experience of four decades to our credit, during

which we created landmarks which includes Universities, Shopping Malls,

Skyscrapers, Embassies, Warehouses, Schools, Mosques, Villas, Commercial and

Residential Buildings. Adding glory to our one of the many credits was the AI-Zaher

Palace, of His Highness Sheik Rashed AI Noeimi, which was a distinguished project

designed by us, was printed on the first Currency of UAE, a fifty Dirham Bank note  

We have a 350 plus strong dedicated workforce in multiple disciplines which

includes, experienced and highly qualified Professional Engineers, in Architecture,

Structure and as well as Architects, Interior Designers, Surveyors, AutoCAD-

Draughtsman, Illustrators, Graphic Designers and other managerial staff

overlooking Liasioning with various Government Departments handling all sorts of

official chorus and formalities. We are always focused to assist, ensuring projects

are suitably designed, efficiently constructed, in time completion and producing the
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many more are in the pipeline.   Apart from UAE we have our offices in Jordan and

Qatar where our projects are going on and some of them are in concluding stages,

and many are in the pipeline.  During these decades old practice we had always

insisted on adopting of an evolution for a sturdiest construction philosophy which

can be visualized globally in the long term. In addition to this providing utmost care

to the clients concerns remained our Numero Uno motto
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